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All rights reserved. No part of this publication or associated resources may be reproduced, 

distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying, recording, or 

other electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior written permission of the publisher, 

except in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain other 

noncommercial uses permitted by copyright law. For permission requests, please contact 

john@property-investment-blueprint.com. 

Disclaimer 

While every effort is made to keep this manual and associated resources up to date, no 

guarantee is given that the information on it is correct, complete and/or up to date. 

No responsibility is assumed for any loss or damage caused by the use of information contained 

in this manual or the associated resources. You should always consult a financial advisor when 

taking out a loan or mortgage. 

The author/ publisher is not regulated by the FCA and none of the information on this site 

should be construed as financial advice. 

Earnings 

Any income or earnings statements are estimates of income potential only, and there is no 

assurance that your earnings will match the figures presented, which are given as examples. 

Your reliance on the figures we present is at your own risk. Any income or earnings depicted 

are NOT to be interpreted as common, typical, expected, or normal for the average investor. 

Particular results may be exceptional, and the variables that impact results are so numerous 

and sometimes uncontrollable, that the publisher makes no guarantees as to your income or 

earnings of any kind, at any time. Where specific income figures are used, and attributed to an 

individual or business, those persons or businesses have earned that amount.  
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THE GUERRILLA  

PROPERTY MANIFESTO 
What is a Guerrilla Property Investor? It’s more than just a “cool” name for a 

course, it embodies timeless values that have underpinned the success of great 

entrepreneurs, investors and businesspeople throughout history. Here are those 

values, in no particular order: 

1. The Guerrilla Property Investor is on a mission. Family, friends and colleagues 

may try to discourage or even mock him (or her) but he ploughs through, 

making his mission a priority. 

2. The Guerrilla Property Investor is a value investor. He seeks to create (usually 

off-market) deals that have value built into them: either in terms of discount, 

high-cash flow, or both. 

3. The Guerrilla Property Investor has an abundance mindset. He knows that 

there are more than enough deals out there for everyone, he just has to find 

them. 

4. The Guerrilla Property Investor thinks outside the box. When rules and 

regulations change, he doesn’t cower and whine about it with other lesser 

“investors”, he sees the situation as an opportunity and quickly figures out a 

way to capitalise on it. 

5. The Guerrilla Property Investor cultivates multiple streams of income. He 

knows that by doing this, if something changes and an income stream 

disappears, he’ll be just fine. 

6. The Guerrilla Property Investor is diversified. He has an entrepreneur’s 

mindset and considers all excellent investment and business opportunities, 

even if they are not strictly property-related. 

7. The Guerrilla Property Investor is on the cutting edge. He continually works 

on his education with quality books and courses in his chosen fields. 

8. The Guerrilla Property Investor never lets lack of funds hold him back. He 

knows that the return on money that is not his own is infinite and knows how 

to get hold of it. He also knows strategies to invest without it. 

9. The Guerrilla Property Investor operates within the confines of the law and 

has the highest ethical standards. 

http://www.property-investment-blueprint.com/
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ABOUT JOHN 

WILSON  

FOUNDER OF 

PROPERTY 

INVESTMENT 

BLUEPRINT 
 

"Property investment was what first gave me my financial freedom over 10 years 

ago and I love it so much, I want it for you too!" 

Although John was in a well-paid IT career in London, he knew that there had to 

be a better way. Then, when he attended a free property seminar, he decided to 

break free from that world of long hours, strict bosses and alarm clocks and get 

into property. 

Since going full-time in property investing in 2003, John has built up a multi-

million-pound rental portfolio, flipped, developed and packaged numerous deals 

and built, grew and sold a successful property management company. 

It is now John's passion to pass on his knowledge to new investors so that they can 

avoid the (many!) mistakes he made and get you to your goal of financial freedom 

through property faster! 
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SCOPE OF THIS MANUAL 
 

Before we get into the exciting business of discovering your Property Goldmine 

Area, I just wanted to nail down the scope of this training. Although this manual 

does one or two nuggets in other areas, it is intended to be a powerful, 

concentrated resource on the subject of determining your Goldmine Area only. If 

you are new to property investing and need training in other areas then we’ll point 

you to other resources along the way, as appropriate. 

INTRODUCTION 
I speak to many people that are looking to buy property for investment purposes. 

They want to find the properties that will give them the opportunity to make good 

money. There are some great opportunities out there if you know where and how 

to find them. Getting access to great deals will fuel your property investment. A 

lack of deals will bring it to a standstill. Over time it had occurred to me that people 

don’t necessarily know where to look. As I speak to people they want to make good 

money from property but don’t really know where to start. And that is what has 

prompted me to write this guide. It will give you a framework to develop your 

property business on. If you know where to look and what to look for then you will 

be in the best position to generate great income from this type of investment. 

But not only this, the guide that you are reading will give you the answers you have 

been looking for when you don’t quite see the right deals for you in your local area. 

It is easier to invest somewhere near to where you live or work as this gives you 

the ability to view properties, deal with any issues and keep your ear to the ground 

for the next opportunity. But it isn’t impossible to operate somewhere away from 

where you live. This guide will get your property investment portfolio moving in 

the right direction. Read on to see how to develop your property goldmine area 

and see a future in the property industry for you. 
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Guerrilla Property Goldmine TIP 
 An in depth knowledge of your Goldmine Area will help you move fast in 
agreeing deals and in business. It will be a competitive advantage over 
those who are either working remotely or simply don’t have the local 
knowledge that you do. 

Not every property on the market is a good opportunity. Some properties will sit 

on the market for years and not find a buyer. There really is only one reason for 

this. Price is the biggest factor in any property sale and purchase. No matter what 

an estate agent night tell you about a property, if the price is not right then it just 

doesn’t sell. But there are some great property purchase opportunities out there 

that will grow your investment portfolio. And they tend to come in certain areas. 

As an investor, even if you work at it full-time, there isn’t enough time in the day 

to look at every opportunity on the market across the United Kingdom, or beyond. 

There isn’t even enough time to look at every opportunity in your own county. So 

you need to look for a goldmine area. This will be the place where you find your 

deals, buy your deals and have your investment portfolio. 

So let’s take a look at how to manage this. But the first step is to know what type 

of property you should not buy. 

The type of properties that you should 

avoid 

Buying property is as much about what to avoid as what to buy. You may look at a 

property and see that it won’t fit into your portfolio immediately. It might not fit 

your budget or your potential tenant profile or just be on sale for owner occupiers. 

You will notice the last one because it will look a million dollars. The property looks 

like this because the current owner has spent a lot of money on it. And they will 

want that money back in the sale price. So you know the property that you don’t 

want but sometimes you don’t know why. It will help to have a set of rules to 

follow when looking for your next property. 

 

http://www.property-investment-blueprint.com/
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When buying property, you can easily make a lot of mistakes. But unlike buying a 

washing powder and regretting it when you itch a few days later, this is a mistake 

that is a lot more difficult to undo. The best way in life is to learn from the mistakes 

of other people. It costs a lot less money, a lot less hassle and is a far more fun way 

to live your life. So let’s take a look at the type of properties you need to avoid— 

RUN DOWN PROPERTIES OR RUN DOWN AREAS 

People think that there is potential in property if it has been neglected. In some 

ways this is true. If your target property is in need of a little TLC or can be improved 

easily to add value then this is a good opportunity. If there is the potential to 

extend or improve the property to turn a huge profit then again this is the type of 

opportunity you should be looking for. 

Guerrilla Property Goldmine TIP 
 There’s a sweet spot between a total war zone and good value working 
class/ first time buyer areas and your research will help you uncover that. 

 

But the difference between potential and run down is huge. A property with 

potential (if bought at the right price) can give you immediate equity. This opens 

up the possibility of renting it out, safe in the knowledge that you have some 

locked in value or to sell on at a profit. Run down means that you will struggle to 

find quality tenants AND struggle to find a buyer. A run down property in a good 

area is bad enough. The more you scratch the surface the more issues you often 

find. You may have heard the phrase “money pit” and run down properties are just 

this. You will find issues with the wiring, the roof, the plumbing and all kind of 

other issues that you probably didn’t even know existed when you started 

investing in property. 

Property in run down areas is potentially even worse. You might turn up one day 

to find squatters in there, or to see the windows broken. You might see police raids 

or drug deals happening around the corner. You may think that you won’t visit 

there after dark. Now if you feel this way about your own property, what chance 

do you ever have of finding a decent tenant to go in there, let alone a buyer that 

will pay more than you have to take it off your hands. 

http://www.property-investment-blueprint.com/
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OVERPRICED 

Now this goes as said, but is advice that is too often ignored by property investors. 

The price is everything when you are buying a property. I will show you later in this 

guide how to determine price and value but for the moment remember that you 

should get your head around the price of property in the area you want to invest. 

If you do enough research then you may find that your target properties are 2 

bedroom flats in a specific suburb of town that it close to the hospital, for example. 

Then as you search these properties more you will find a price range that matches 

these properties. For argument’s sake we will say that this is between £65k and 

£85k for properties that you can make use of. So immediately you know that a 

property being marketed at £95k is out of your budget. You know that a property 

at £85k is out of your budget. This doesn’t mean that you can’t afford them, but it 

does mean that you should look elsewhere for your investments. 

There are many reasons that a property might be overpriced. It may have been 

renovated (another investor got there first) or the buyer may be deluded. But the 

reason isn’t of any significance to you. All you need to know is that it's overpriced 

— walk away. It may well be reduced in price if it doesn’t sell but it will then come 

back onto your radar when the price change takes effect. 

NEW BUILD PROPERTIES/ OFF PLAN PROPERTIES 

There was a time a few years ago when buying off plan was considered a way to 

make money from property investment. When the housing market was on fire and 

prices were rising quickly, you could do a great a deal with the house builder on 

site and then wait and see house prices rise. 

When it was built there was usually a nice profit in it for you and you would sell it 

on. Unless you are a fantastic negotiator (and I really do mean fantastic, the type 

that can get a whopping discount of around 30% of more) then off plan is an area 

to avoid. There is simply too much uncertainty in house process at the moment to 

turn a profit here. 

http://www.property-investment-blueprint.com/
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Guerrilla Property Goldmine TIP 
Many landlords were left in a mess after the credit crunch. They believed 
the hype and bought off-plan and when they were not able to flip their 
“amazing value” purchases, in many cases they were left having to may 
more mortgage that they were getting in rent because rents were driven 

down by all the other “astute investors” who did the same in their development. 

And new build should be treated with the same disdain. New build properties have 

a premium built into them. The builder gives away all kinds of incentives, such as— 

 New carpets 

 A 10 year guarantee 

 They pay your legal fees 

 They pay your stamp duty (but possibly not as an investor) 

 They offer to turf the back garden 

But they are doing all of this for a reason. They have already built the cost of these 

into the sale price. You are paying a premium for the privilege of owning a home 

for the very first time. It is like buying a brand new car. Roll it off the forecourt and 

you have already lost at least 10% to 20% of the value. Drive it around for a year 

and you can lose up to 50% of the value. Drive it around for 3 years and you could 

see it only be worth a quarter of what you paid for it. 

Now new build homes won’t see you with losses on quite that sort of scale but you 

will lose that premium as soon as it enters the market as a second hand home. In 

other words, you have lost money already. Whether you are buying property to 

sell on (a no-no with new builds as it stands) or to rent out, then you will start your 

ownership of the property with a minus in the profit and loss column straight away 

because it now isn’t worth what you had to pay for it to get it off the developer. 

There’s no doubt there can be money made in off-plan at the right time in the 

property cycle (a rapidly rising market). Just be wary about timing and if everyone 

and his dog is piling into the market, it’s a sure sign it may be ready to pop at any 

moment! 

http://www.property-investment-blueprint.com/
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OVERSEAS 

If you are looking for a property goldmine area and start to do some research 

online (this can be a dangerous thing by the way, but stay with me and I’ll show 

you how to make it work) then you might find articles with tempting titles such 

as— 

‘The best areas to invest your money for 2017’ 

‘The places about to boom that property investors should know about’  

‘Areas that will make the property investor an immediate profit’ 

And with the internet being this thing that is accessible worldwide, in these articles 

you will find places from all over the world named as the latest property hotspots. 

Around ten years ago it was Bulgaria. People bought up beach homes where the 

beach is covered in snow for 5 months a year, or ski homes where there was little 

infrastructure for skiing. There have been similar bubbles in Turkey, Northern 

Cyprus, Spain and Ireland to name but a few. Then a few years later when the 

owners realise there is no demand for rental and they can’t sell it on for anywhere 

near what they paid for it, they take a huge hit. 

You simply can’t know enough about the prices in some faraway place unless you 

spend a lot of time there. There are too many things to take into account with all 

of this. You need to know the currency fluctuations, the local taxes, the way that 

they buy and sell property overseas and many other factors. Just take a look at 

Spain, for example. There are many homes there that are being torn down, owned 

by British citizens, that were granted planning permission from a backhand deal 

with a local mayor. Even though these are our neighbours and (currently) fellow 

EU members, we are seeing Brits lose their property through no real fault of their 

own. They bought from an estate agent, they used a solicitor, they had insurance 

and now they face a financial loss of tens of thousands of Euros. 

You just can’t know enough about property in other parts of the world. There were 

stories all over the internet of people who had bought holiday homes in Florida 

and wanted to rent them out for the rest of the year. The local lettings agent would 

repeatedly tell them that they could find no tenants. When the owners turns up 

unannounced, they find someone living in the property. There are too many risks. 

You can’t know enough about it and you can’t manage any situations that arise. 

http://www.property-investment-blueprint.com/
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PROPERTIES ALL OVER THE COUNTRY 

In a similar vein to properties overseas, you need to ideally find somewhere that 

you can visit with the minimum of fuss and time. If a tenant claims an issue then 

you want to be there to see it for yourself. You may have read up that there is a 

property boom about to happen 300 miles from home, but is this a practical way 

to buy property and manage it? I don’t think so. 

Buying property will involve a lot of research. You will want to know the area well 

and see the factors that can influence things like the house prices and the demand 

from tenants. You can’t do this in an effective way if you are hundreds of miles 

from home. You will end up relying on others to deal with all the decisions for you. 

That is when things can go wrong. It is not impossible, and I will show you a a way 

to make this happen later in the book but it is far from ideal. As we go through the 

next section of the book, you will see that finding a goldmine area close to home 

might be easier than you think. Certainly easier than trusting a website article that 

tells you they have found an up and coming area. If it is true then there may be 

thousands of people reading the article. If it is not true then you are barking up 

the wrong tree. Either way you are onto a loser. 

AREAS THAT HAVE SEEN THEIR PRICE RISE 

To find a goldmine, you need an area that has the strong potential for prices to 

rise. Going back to the times when people searched for gold, if you turned up after 

the major finds of gold were gone and set up camp then you could end up working 

away for weeks, months or even years and get very little from it. You want to be 

one of the first that walk into the mine and dig away successfully from the start. 

The same goes with property. If an area has seen high price rises and now it is 

starting to stall then it isn’t for you. Any fall in prices may not be immediate but 

the fact is that they will happen. Being late on the scene to a goldmine area leaves 

you with a much lower chance of making a profit, and of course a higher chance 

of making a loss. You can end up buying at inflated prices because owner occupiers 

and investors have driven up the price for a sustained period of time. If the area is 

on a long term upward trend, then your investment can be safe. But if the 

inflationary pressure is artificial then you could see a hefty loss. No housing market 

rises forever, and at the end of it comes a fall, or a correction as the economists 

http://www.property-investment-blueprint.com/
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say. Neither of these phrases do it justice. It is a painful lesson to learn as a 

property investor. You can’t control the market but you can isolate your portfolio 

from significant pain if you buy right in the first place. That is what the next chapter 

is all about. 

FIND YOUR GOLDMINE AREA 
Now you know what to avoid, it is probably a good point in proceedings to start 

thinking about that goldmine area. In all likelihood it will be close to where you 

live or work. Most of the people that I help find it within 20 miles of one of these 

locations. It does make life a lot easier. But rather than sticking a pin in the map, 

your best way of being successful here is to do the research. 

With any form of investment, research is the key to success. For example, buying 

some shares in a company on a whim can end in disaster — just ask the people 

who invested in Northern Rock. You need to carry out detailed research to ensure 

that you are making the right choice. Even then you cannot guarantee success. 

There may be elements that are outside of your control that change the property 

market. People who bought property in 2007 in many parts of the country are only 

just seeing the value of their home rise back to the price they paid for it. That 

wasn’t particularly because they bought badly (although some did) but because 

the global financial crisis sent shockwaves through the housing market and process 

crashed. But if you speak to many property investors, they didn’t have to wait as 

long for their portfolio to get back into the black again. They bought wisely, with a 

lot of research and found properties in areas that recovered well, didn’t see as big 

a fall or they found properties with a lot of equity already built into them. 

How did they do this? What do they know that you don’t? I’ll be honest with you, 

they don’t know a lot of things that you will know. They don’t walk around with a 

degree in property investment. They probably couldn’t even do your job. But what 

they have is a set of rules that they follow and a way of assessing the properties 

that will give them the best returns. Again this isn’t a trade secret. It is the 

application of some principles and a heap of common sense. We will look at the 

way you can make this happen in the rest of this chapter. You don’t have to be a 
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genius to be a property investor but when you are making deals that make you 

tens of thousands of pounds then you will sure feel like one. 

Here are the things that you need to consider when deciding where your property 

goldmine area will be. Follow these steps and you will get a good grip on what a 

goldmine area will look like to you— 

The infrastructure 

What surrounds a goldmine area gives you a good idea about how vibrant the area 

is for property and whether it will give you a good long term investment. For 

example, if there are major new employers coming to the area that will bring jobs 

and rental demand then this is a benefit on the infrastructure list. If a hospital is 

due to close there in 2 years' time taking 2,000 jobs with it then this is a minus of 

the infrastructure list. So you need to become a bit of a detective here. This is one 

of the reasons that looking in your own local area is the best place to start. You 

will know a lot about your hometown and the surrounding area already. Your 

friends, family and work colleagues will also have information for you. They will 

work for employers that might be making plans to expand or contract. 

Guerrilla Property Goldmine TIP 
Follow the research demo video in your members' area to first identify an 
area where the numbers stack up and then use the Area Due Diligence 
checklist area to help further guide your research. 

The more information you can collate on the areas you are considering, the better 

your results will be. This is something that the professional investors have down 

to a tee. 

They don’t look in an estate agents window and then choose a property because 

it looks nice. They will know about a regeneration area that will help their 

prospects of them finding a tenant. They will know that a dirty great recycling plant 

is due to be built over the road and will put off tenants forever. They know if the 

local airport will expand and bring jobs, prosperity and some pretty steep house 

price increases. 
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That is the position you need to put yourself in. You need to be able to see the 

goldmine area for what it is. The current condition and future prospects for an area 

will make a big difference in whether you choose it or not. 

The supply of properties 

You need to consider an area in terms of how it can supply you properties. The 

first step to this is to think about how many properties per year you will look to be 

buying, both now and in the future. Once you have these figures in mind you can 

start to define an area. It needs to be small enough for you to be able to know and 

understand but big enough to supply with enough of the right properties to fuel 

your portfolio (or deal packaging business). If you look at this through examples 

then you may have a better idea of the concepts I am talking about. 

If your local village has 8 properties in total then his would be too small for you to 

sustain a portfolio. 

If you live in London, then here are too many properties for you to consider to 

make an informed choice. 

So you need to find something in the middle. Your local town may have too many 

properties for you to consider but a particular suburb could be ideal. As you 

research the areas under consideration you will get an idea of whether they are 

right for you. This can be done by looking through the properties available on 

Rightmove or one of the other property portals. They give you an idea of what 

might work for you. One of the beauties of Rightmove (and there are a few of them 

to choose from) is the fact that you can draw your own search area on a map and 

have them send you properties that match. So you can research an area to see if 

there is a constant flow of new properties that might fuel your investment needs 

and build your portfolio. 

Tenants 

If your strategy is buy to let (or packaging buy to let properties), you need to 

consider the potential tenants that your investments might attract. What you are 
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looking at here is two factors. The first is the demand that you might get from 

tenants if you bought there. It is no good finding what you think is a great deal in 

an up and coming area if there is going to be no demand from tenants (of course, 

you could flip it to an owner-occupier but we’re talking buy to let here). Some 

areas have a very high proportion of owner occupiers or have an excellent supply 

of council housing and private landlords may not get a look in. 

You need to speak to lettings agents in the area and find out what they are looking 

for. They will tell you if they need family homes or one bedroom flats based in the 

people that are walking through their door and asking for accommodation.  If there 

is a hospital nearby then this is usually a good sign that there will be a demand 

from nurses for short term one bedroom flats. If there is a university nearby then 

your target market will most likely be students. Think about the supply of tenants 

that will demand your properties. 

This leads on to the second consideration. It isn’t just the number of people looking 

to rent from you; it is the type of people. To some, having student lets that are 

vacant for long periods of the year may not suit their investment needs. An area 

of high unemployment can lead to housing benefit tenants and some landlords 

would rather steer clear of this. The type of tenant you want to target will have a 

big influence on the type of property you buy. There is little point in buying a 

completely refurbished property with a high spec finish and new appliances and 

letting it out to students. With the best will in the world it won’t be looked after 

as well as it would by a family. Get these two factors right and you will be onto a 

winner. So the research you put in now is vital to finding a goldmine area. 

New towns 

You will need to do some research about your goldmine area. With the new towns 

that the government are pushing and new areas popping up all the time it is 

difficult to be able to ascertain the future of an area with little reference to the 

past. An area is defined by the people that live there, the amenities that are 

present and the plans for the future. Without a solid knowledge on the first two 

factors then it becomes really difficult to predict the third. If there is little history 

in an area, or it is just being built right now then you will probably be best served 

by leaving it alone until it matures and becomes known for something. You may 
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miss out on a potential profit but you will also miss out on a potential problem. 

Nobody knows how an area will grow and what its future holds so take a step back 

here. 

Discounts and prices 

One of the key things that will help you to choose your property goldmine area is 

the amount of discount you can secure when buying a property. If the house prices 

are high and rising, then you may struggle to buy a property at a lower price. 

Buying below market value is the main way of building up the equity in your 

portfolio and this would be lost if the deals are not there to be done. You need 

cheap property to buy to get ahead. 

Think about it in this way. If you are buying in a part of the world that only has high 

value properties, then it may not fit the model you have set up for yourself. It 

would be nice to be able to buy every opportunity that you see but investment 

does not work in this way. You will have a certain type of property, a budget and 

a set number of opportunities a year that you want to invest in. But if you set a 

budget of £75,000 per property and want to buy 5 per year then you won’t be able 

to move on a property at £500,000 on the first go. 

The other part of this equation is being able to find properties with in-built value. 

Again this can be seen with an example. If you do all your research and find that 

the average price of your target property in the market as £150,000 then you need 

to find properties with a discount so you are buying at £120,000 or less to ensure 

that you have that head start that you need. It protects you against future shocks 

in the market and also allows you to make a decision with a property. As you invest 

in property to rent out then there will be times when you come up with a situation 

that is a little different. You will see one that you might want to flip. Flipping a 

property means buying it cheap and then selling it again almost straight away. So, 

you bypass having any tenants in and get it on the market. This can be done after 

some refurbishment or even just as it is. One tip here is to make the property look 

different. If it has been on the market at one price and you are looking to sell it at 

a higher price, then you need the market to look at it as a different property. 

Change the front garden, paint the front of the house or make some change that 

gets it feeling like a new property. 
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The equity in a property 

You need a set of properties that have equity built into them. If you are paying top 

price for a property then you end up with much tighter margins. Remember too 

the recession examples used above, the people who bought at the top of the 

market were often stuck in negative equity for years and found it really difficult to 

move on. The issue they had was that the property owed them money. It is best in 

property investment to have assets that are as liquid as possible. Now property 

isn’t an overly liquid asset to begin with because you have to put it on the market 

and often wait months for a sale to go though. It isn’t a ready form of cash like 

cash in your bank account. Then add to this the fact that you might have tenants 

in the property. You can’t just turn up one day and turf them out. You have to go 

through procedures and processes to treat them fairly. 

Guerrilla Property Goldmine TIP 
If you are using the tactics you learned from the Guerrilla Property 
Marketing program then you should have no trouble finding motivated 
sellers and BMV deals! 

My point is that you don’t want is to add to the illiquidity of property by making a 

purchase of a property that might lose value and take ten years to come back to 

that 

  

point again. If you want to sell a particular property for one reason or another then 

you need to be in the best position to do that profitably. That is what a lot of the 

first chapter was trying to steer you away from. So you need to know of an area 

that has property with equity in it. How are you going to do this? Well that is what 

the next chapter is about. It will give you the framework to assess the value of a 

property and see whether it has equity in it. When you first start out investing in 

property this will be an invaluable tool. It will allow you to see the potential in a 

property on paper in black and white. After a while and you are more experienced 

you will have a better idea of what will make a good deal but you will still probably 

use these calculations to make sure that you have a good deal. 
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Do the maths 

So much of investment is about the research, I think you have gathered this by 

now. But getting a feeling about an area is one thing — knowing what these deals 

mean on paper is something else altogether. There are some easy ways to get a 

good ballpark figure on whether an area is going to work for you. Once you start 

to crunch the figures (this is not as onerous as it sounds) then you can get your 

head around whether an area is going to work for you. Follow these steps to see 

how it can give you the broad brushstrokes. Use these with the research you have 

carried out above to build that picture. 

STEP 1 

The government website that gives Housing Benefit figures can be a great place to 

start when assessing the amount of rent you can get from a tenant. Check it out 

at— https://lha-direct.voa.gov.uk/Search.aspx  

Type in the area you are assessing and the website will give you the amounts paid 

by that local authority for Housing Benefit. Although this is not an exact science, it 

will give you a good idea of the achievable rent. Choose the number of bedrooms 

for your desired property. The figures shown are monthly, so multiply them by 12 

to get an annual rent figure. 

STEP 2 

Go to Rightmove and check out the prices that properties of your type (tenure and 

number of bedrooms) are being advertised for. This is the next part of the 

calculation to see if they will work for you. Remember all the time that this is an 

assessment of the area rather than specific properties. 

The first thing you want to consider is supply. If there are only a few properties 

that come up in this search, then you will probably need to look elsewhere. Cross 

reference this with the price you would need to pay to buy the properties you are 

considering. Now you can crunch some numbers. 

𝐺𝑅𝑂𝑆𝑆 𝑌𝐼𝐸𝐿𝐷 =  
𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑓𝑖𝑔𝑢𝑟𝑒 (𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑔𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑤𝑒𝑏𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒)

𝐿𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑦 𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑦 (𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑅𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒)
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Example: 

Monthly rental figure = £800 

Annual rent figure = 12 x £800 = £9,600 Likely purchase price = £150,000 

GROSS YIELD = 9,600 DIVIDED BY 150,000 x 100 = 6.4% 

STEP 3 

The gross yield is a good figure to start with but you need to elaborate on this to 

see if it will make a good investment area. You now need to use this to work out 

your annual profit. We will use the same example to show this— 

Purchase  price  =  £150,000 Deposit = £30,000 (assuming 20%) 

Mortgage payment = £120,000 @ 5% = £500 per month 

Monthly rent = £800 – £500 mortgage payment = £300 cash flow 

The Return On Capital Employed figure — also known as return on investment or 

ROI — is a true value of how effective your money is spent) can be worked out 

as— 

𝑅𝑂𝐼 =  
𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡

𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡
  

 

So, you can see this will be the following for this example— 

£3,600 DIVIDED BY £30,000 x 100 = 12% Return On Capital Employed — this is a 

far better figure than you could find at a bank on deposit. So, this gives you the 

mathematical framework to compare areas. You always have to keep in mind the 

supply of property in an area and the research you have already carried out but 

this will give you a way to see if one area has more ‘goldmine potential’ than 

another. Start as close to home as you can before checking out other local areas 

for something that really has a Return of around 8% or more. 

Guerrilla Property Goldmine TIP 
Once you’ve calculated your gross ROI, don’t forget to factor in your costs 
(lending costs, legals, insurance etc) in order to get your net ROI. 
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The best location is close to home – but 

you can still work further away 

Ideally you want a goldmine area that is close to you. Most of the people that 

invest in property after reading this book will find a goldmine area within around 

15 to 20 miles to of where they live or work. I will stress that this is the ideal 

situation. Being able to get to your properties in a short space of time in the event 

of an emergency or if there is an opportunity that you just don’t want to miss out 

on is a huge benefit to the property investor. So do all of the research in and 

around your local area first to see if you can find something that really works for 

you. But if this is not the case then it is time to widen the search. 

Think about the following opportunities first— 

 The area you grew up in, if it is different to where you live now 

 Somewhere that you have friends or family 

 A place that you visit quite often 

These will give you the chance to at least have some contact with the area and 

some knowledge about the place to make the right decisions. It is true that you 

can do a lot of research on the internet through the property portals such as 

Rightmove but there is nothing better than on the ground experience. 

Guerrilla Property Goldmine TIP 
At the peak of my buying frenzy, I bought properties sight-unseen in areas 
remote to me. I did it using the advice of trusted professionals: finders, 
surveyors and letting agents. This is definitely risky though and I wouldn’t 

recommend it. I got away with it but I probably wouldn’t do that now! 

If you have exhausted the area near to these then you can start to move away 

even further. I would start by looking at all the large towns and cities in your own 

county before moving even further afield. The difference with getting too far away 

from your home or place of work is that you end up relying on the advice of others 

or practicing this only when you have a little time to spare. One of the reasons that 

investing in property is an efficient way to make money is that it takes up little of 

your time. By having a goldmine area a few hours’ drive away then you put yourself 
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in the situation where you have to dedicate whole days or weekends to the search 

for property. 

Guerrilla Property Goldmine TIP 
If you’re using the techniques in Guerrilla Property Marketing or are using 
Guerrilla Property Websites of course, you won’t need to search for 
property to buy, motivated seller will come to you, thus saving a lot of 

“house hunting” time! 

One thing that will make this easier is having all of your properties in the same 

place. You will learn a lot about an area by owning a property there. You will see 

how easy it is to find a suitable tenant and the likely rent you will get from the next 

investment. You will become an expert in that area. When we looked at the maths 

above, you will become much more astute in assessing the value of property once 

you have spent time in and around a particular area. 

If you buy one property every few years in a particular town then you will find no 

surprise in the fact that you will have to start your research of the area again. Say 

it is every 3 years - then in those 3 years anything could have happened to house 

prices, rents, demand, infrastructure, transport links and all the other factors 

involved. This makes your work harder because you have to start all over again 

every time you buy a property in an area that you don’t know about. So, the very 

first step on finding a goldmine area is to make sure that it can sustain you for 

some time. So you can make your life easier by becoming an expert in your 

goldmine area. 

But even as you buy more properties in a certain area and build up your portfolio, 

you will still need some support if you are going to start your investments some 

distance from where you live and work. This need is heightened if you don’t have 

other people there you can rely on such as the friends and family we discussed 

earlier. One person who could be a great contact to make is a Deal packager. These 

people will find great deals and have them ready to pass on to buyers. 
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Guerrilla Property Goldmine TIP 
Alternatively, become the Deal Packager yourself and capitalise on your 
new-found knowledge of your goldmine area and the leads you are 
generating! Our Guerrilla Deal Packaging course covers all you need to set 
up in business as a packager. 

If you can locate and make contact with a Deal Packager, then you stand a good 

chance of getting a ready supply of properties to build your portfolio. They will 

also have access to the other local contacts that you need, such as— 

 Lettings agent to find you reliable, referenced tenants 

 Builders in case there are any renovation works needed 

 Estate agents if it is a property that you intend to flip 

 Other professionals such as the mortgage adviser and solicitor if you don’t have 

these already or would rather use someone local 

Your property portfolio can still build if you are distant from the area you buy in 

(even if you are absent from the area pretty much full time) if you have the right 

network of people around you to look after your interests. A lettings agent will 

manage the property fully for somewhere around 10% of the monthly rental 

income, so you don’t get a call in the middle of the night from a tenant in distress. 
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CONCLUSION 
Finding a property goldmine area will make all of your work much easier. If you 

want to buy property, then you must have a solid idea of where you will start and 

what type of property you will be looking for. If you just open Rightmove on the 

browser of your PC and then search away. The investor that knows what they are 

doing will have their area in mind, their target properties in mind and their target 

tenants in mind too. You have to get all of your ideas in these areas set up too. 

Finding an area close to an already established goldmine is a great way of making 

this happen. If you have an area that for all intents and purposes looks like it should 

be a goldmine but isn’t yet, then you will have an area that can give you great 

potential for growth in the future. Much of property investment is about buying 

to rent out. But if you find property with that value already built into the deal it 

changes the way you look at your investments. It gives you the opportunity in the 

short term to flip it and make some serious cash. But if you do decide to keep the 

property then you have a buffer that will help you withstand any financial 

shakiness in the future and also puts you on the right track or the long term. Your 

research will help you to find properties below market value but also ones that 

have a high demand from the type of tenants you are searching for. Being close to 

an area that is already showing signs of being a goldmine can be a good formula 

for your financial future. 
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